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What do you need? 

• From Interlibrary Loan Practices Handbook, 3rd edition: 

– A 2004 Association of Research Libraries study found that the 

average number of requests handled per FTE in borrowing is 

4,394. In 2004, the Greater Western Library Alliance proposed a 

staffing guideline of one FTE for each 4,000-5,500 requests 

received annually in borrowing (p. 84). 

• A way to collect, manage, and store your requests and related records 

• Communication with users and other libraries 

• Materials to check in loans then check them out to users 

• Delivery mechanism for articles 

• Relationships with other departments in your library 

• Detective skills 
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Local Patrons and Policies 

 Establish and clearly state ILL policies indicating what you will and 

will not borrow for local users. 

• What is the purpose of ILL at your library?  

• Consider special types of material: textbooks, AV, bound journals 

• Research materials vs. “popular” materials 
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Local Policies 

• Charges - who will pay and how much can be paid? What about copyright 

royalties? 

 

• User groups – who is eligible?  

 

• Request limits – do you have any? How are they enforced? 

 

• Due dates and overdues – how are they handled? Will you charge fines? 

Will you suspend users‟ privileges if items are not returned? 

 

 Consider using local circulation policies as a model for developing your ILL 

policies.  Then be consistent once they are established. 
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Local Users 

“I called the University of Main Street Library and they refused to 

renew this book for me?!”  
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Typical Borrowing Tasks 

• Receive requests from users 

• Search bibliographic utilities to find potential lenders 

• Send request to lenders 

• Receive materials 

– Post articles to web / print for users / email link to users 

– Check returnables into local system, record due date, notify patron, 

place on hold 

• Track materials checked out to patrons to monitor overdues 

• Remove all local paperwork from item and return to lender 

• Pay for loans, if needed 

• Follow up with lenders and/or users if requested materials are not received 
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Receiving Requests 

• Basic bibliographic information  

 

• Maxcost/account information, if you charge your users 

 

• ISBNs, ISSNs, PubMed IDs, DOIs, OCLC numbers 

– Remember there may be a “better” OCLC number than the one your 

user supplied. 
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Request forms & user expectations 
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Holdings 

• Verify holdings! 

– Use OCLC tools to research potential libraries. 

• WorldCat.org is free. 

– The lending library‟s OPAC should provide holdings and/or call number 

information. 

 

• International union catalogs help to go beyond OCLC 

– http://www.shareill.org/index.php?title=Gateways_and_union_catalogs 

is a great resource. 
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Searching OCLC: MARC fields to remember 

• 020 – ISBN 

• 022 – ISSN 

• 500 – General notes 

• 780/785 – Serials‟ previous and later titles 

• 856 – Links to online resources 
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“When a book is not in OCLC…” 

• Some considerations include… 

– Age 

– Publisher  

– Place of publication 

– Type of material – is it a dissertation? 

 

 

 There are just some titles that no library has purchased.   
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Citations 

• Provide a complete citation in your requests. 

– Google can help: lots of bad citations can be fixed after a quick search. 

– Google can complicate: users are getting their request citations by 

Googling. 

– Collaboration with other departments/staff at your library can be a huge 

help. 

 

• If you wouldn‟t be able to find the article as a lender because the citation 

is so incomplete, neither can we. 
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Choosing a Lender 

• Charges 

• Existing reciprocal/consortial or other agreements 

• Geography 

• Type of library 

• Shipping/delivery methods 

• Methods of receiving requests 

• Do they lend the type of material you want to request from them? 

• Do they support rush requests, if that‟s a service you need? 

 

 Check the OCLC Policies Directory or the lending library‟s webpage to 

answer these questions.  Use Custom Holdings to speed up your lender 

selection and create good lending strings. 
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Formatting a Request 

If I were the lender, what would I need to retrieve and send this material? 
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Sending a Request 

• Include your shipping and contact information 

– Physical address for returnables, street address is always helpful 

– Addresses for articles: Ariel, Odyssey, email 

 

• Billing information 

– Maximum cost you can pay; be specific. 

– Possible payment methods (IFM, invoice, EFTS, credit card, IFLA 

vouchers) 

– Billing address, if applicable and different from shipping address 
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Restrictions 

• All loans are subject to recall. 

 

• All restrictions, like “library use only,” “no photocopying” or “no renewals” 

need to be followed. 

 

• Lenders may specify return shipping methods and additional instructions, 

such as an insurance amount. 

 

 May be stated either in communication prior to the item‟s shipment or on the 

item‟s accompanying paperwork. 
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OCLC & Items Not Received / Updated in 

Error 

• IFM charges are applied when the borrower updates to „received‟ unless the 

item has been recalled.  A recall automatically forces a request into a 

„received‟ status (and therefore debits the borrower‟s IFM account). 

• Lenders shouldn‟t update to „recalled‟ just because an item was shipped in 

error. 

• Borrowers can update the status to „not received‟ in OCLC if an item has not 

been received OR if it has been updated to „shipped‟ in error.  Lender can 

then complete the transaction with no IFM charges assessed to borrower. 

• Borrower can send a new request to a new lender string to obtain the 

material. 

- Paraphrased from an ILL-L email from Tony Melvyn, OCLC, 11/27/2012 
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Who‟s responsible for borrowed materials? 

• The borrowing library is always responsible from start to finish. 

– [A requesting library will] “assume responsibility for borrowed material 

from the time it leaves the supplying library until it has been returned to 

and received by the supplying library. This includes all material shipped 

directly to and/or returned by the user. If damage or loss occurs, provide 

compensation or replacement, in accordance with the preference of the 

supplying library.” (ALA Interlibrary Loan Code for the United States, 

2008) 

– Borrowers pay for lost or damaged material; if not for that request, the 

material would be safe and sound in the lender‟s library. 

– Replacement copies may be acceptable.  Ask the lender. 
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Returning Materials 

• Pay attention! Send a borrowed item back to its home library following any 

special instructions provided by the lender.   

 Remember that many lenders have more than one library/ILL office 

associated with one OCLC symbol. 
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Article Delivery 

• How are articles supplied to local patrons? Do they have an option of print 

vs. electronic? 

 

• Some popular methods of electronic delivery to users: 

– ILLiad 

– Email attachments 

– Email link to a local server 

– Campus or commercial document storage sites 

– Ariel 

 

• How long will it be stored on a server? How will it be removed?  
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Records Retention 

• Copyright: “Once copyright permission is granted, it is a standard practice to 

retain records for three years.” – Copyright Clearance Center website  

– http://www.copyright.com/Services/copyrightoncampus/content/ill.html 

 

 

 Check your own institution‟s policies on financial, copyright, and other types 

of record retention. 
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International Borrowing 

• Several national libraries list materials in OCLC, but do not supply that 

way… 

• And many international libraries/consortia do not list their holdings in OCLC 

at all. 

• First sale & other principles of US library lending may not apply overseas. 

 

• See the RUSA STARS International Interlibrary Loan Survey for more on 

international ILL: 

http://connect.ala.org/files/36329/illreportexecsummary_pdf_4a5e79303f.pdf 
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Buying in lieu of Borrowing 

• Patron-Driven Acquisitions through ILL 

– Many different models; talk with your 

Acquisitions & Collection Development  

librarians to develop one. 

  

• OCLC lenders/vendors 

– Alibris – ALBRS 

– Better World Books – QUICK or BWBKS 
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Purchasing Articles 

• British Library – BRI 

• CISTI – CAI 

• Get It Now – Copyright Clearance Center 

• Infotrieve 

• Linda Hall Library – LHL 

• Reprints Desk 

 

• Direct from publisher‟s or journal association‟s website 
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Open Access 

• Institutional repositories 

 

• Google Books, HathiTrust, Internet Archive 

 

• Government documents, non-profit organizations‟ publications 

 

 Establish a set workflow for dealing with materials available free online. 

– Do you search Google before OCLC? 

– Send a link or a file to the user? 

– Do you count it as a filled request or cancel it?  
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Words of Wisdom 

• Patience 

• Attention to detail 

• Multi-tasking 

• Come back to a problem later 

• Focus on what your users want/need 

• Get to know OCLC really well 
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Questions or comments? 

 

Megan Gaffney 

Coordinator, Interlibrary Loan and Document Delivery Services 

University of Delaware Library 

gaffneym@udel.edu 
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